
Spring & Summer 
Trends For 2019

Today, we're sharing some of the big, beautiful and unique wedding trends that are starting to appear in 

real weddings, from bright yellow dresses to boho dried blooms, and lashings of glitter alongside veils that go on for 

Following on from foliage-heavy bouquets and pampas grass, there's a growing trend for dried flowers (especially 

amongst bohemian brides.) Not only is this a sustainable choice that makes a beautiful keepsake, but they look 

wild, unusual and gorgeous too! While most brides wouldn't dream of ditching fresh blooms completely, florists are 

beginning to work with dried flowers more and are incorporating them into fresh arrangements

Leading on from hand-painted and watercolour wedding cakes, spatula cakes have been popping up all over 

Instagram, so it's only a matter of time before we feature one in a real wedding. Bakers like Sweet Bloom Cakes 

are spearheading this trend for beautiful, colourful cakes with icing that looks like it's been lifted straight from 

artist's palette. See our recommended wedding cake bakers to have your own spatula painted wedding cake 

designed.

loral moon gates. Moon gate arches. Infinity arches. Round floral arbors, whatever you want to call them - these dreamy, full moon shaped arches are the hottest 

floral trend for 2019. Really adding that wow factor with their unique shape and ethereal nature, the options are endless for using them to frame your big day. 

Floral moon gates make a pretty epic backdrop for your vows but can also double up as a sweetheart or top table backdrop, a gorgeous photo booth backdrop or, 

for framing the cake table. We've gathered a few of our faves to help get you inspired as well as some top tips for having your own!

Wedding Trend: Floral Moon Gates | see more on www.onefabday.com

Women Making Speeches

Mums, bridesmaids, brides and sisters, we loved seeing more women on the mic last year and hope it's something 

we'll see even more of in 2019. Why should men get to make all the wedding speeches?

The Bridal Party

Ever wondered why we have bridesmaids at all? And why they all dress alike? In the Middle Ages, the purpose of 

bridesmaids was to all dress in white and surround the bride to fool spirits into thinking they were her. That way she 

wouldn't be cursed on her wedding day. So when your mates are arguing about what dress to get, or having to do 

wedding admin, you can let them know, it could be worse!

Alternatives to the traditional bridal party:

Shake up your bridal party, have a 'Man of Honour' or a 'Best Lady' if you want and don't feel restricted into just 

choosing your pals or siblings who are the same gender

Encourage your bridal party to wear something they feel comfortable in

Ditch the bridal party altogether and have friends and family participate in other ways

Have a mixed henstag - who says you should only say goodbye to your singlehood with friends of the same gender!

The Invitations

Wedding invitation wording is steeped in etiquette and formality (we've got a whole post on it here) but there 

are some ways you can inject a little equality into your wedding invitations.

Alternatives to wedding invitation wording: 

Avoid Mr & Mrs John Smith, Mr & Mrs Smith already implies the couple are married, the man doesn't need his 

name in there too!

Avoid using Mrs altogether - there's no equivalent for men that shows their marital status

Unless your parents are paying for the wedding, the invitation doesn't need to be phrased as if they're inviting 

the guests on your behalf
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